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Is telling you to buy it somehow worse? I want you to read them but...

...for me your presence in my life is absence.

you isn’t real to me. I’m not you. Precisely: my truth is that for me your presence that you were denying me because you needed to be private. But what’s real to...

...for me your presence in my life is absence.

I think about how I have made a living exposing sex, including my own, for the last

Image spam might tell us a lot about “ideal” humans, but not by showing actual

The Spam of the Earth: Withdrawal from Representation

NEVER STOP BELIEVING.

HATERS GONNA HATE.

Anyway, questions pending.

If only you could see the mice, the mould, the incessant rain, the
ROLE OF EMULATION
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AUTHENTIC RENDERING
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SOFTWARE AS EVIDENCE
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RENDERING ENVIRONMENT
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EMULATION FOR DOCUMENTATION
TOOLS OF THE TRADE

MINI VMAC  BASILISK II  SHEEPShAVER  DOSBOX  VIRTUALBOX
WHAT CAN THEY DO?

MINI VMAC System 1.0 - 7.5.5

BASILISK II Mac 7.0-8.1

SHEEP SHAVER Mac 7.5 - 9.04

DOSBOX

VIRTUAL BOX

1984 – 2001

1981 –
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
FREE SOFTWARE
OPEN SOURCE
WIDE ADOPTION
Enter your FULL Name?

Main Menu
Message Sections
File Sections
Online Conferencing
Alter Your Parameters
Display Your Settings
ThingCo presents

THE THING

NEW YORK CITY

(212) 431-6787 at 2400 bps

(212) 431-6988 at 9600+ bps

Enter your FULL Name?
THE ESSENTIAL PROBLEM
LIMITS ACCESS TO LOCAL HOST MACHINE
HOW MoMA IS ADDRESSING THE ACCESS PROBLEM
SUPPORT EXISTING ECOSYSTEM
USE EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
DO NOT REINVENT THE WHEEL
Sim City executable

MoMA Conservation

Sim City executable

Emulator on Windows Server with Citrix XenApp

LAN or Internet

RDP

Receiver application

Windows / Linux

iOS / Android device

MoMA Exhibitions Staff

Mac OS X

MoMA IT

How Authentic!

The Public
ALL SOLUTIONS OBSELETE
INCLUDING EMULATORS
Meaningful institutional support of existing emulation ecosystem.

What would that look like?